FYI® Dual Monitor Arm
Installation Instructions 004166D Rev E

Tools: (Not all tools required for each mounting option)

- #2 Phillips Screwdriver
- Power Drill
- 11/32" Dia. Drill Bit
- 1/16", 5/32" & 1/4" Allen Wrench
- 5/16 Wrench

FYI® Dual Monitor Arm
FPADUALCC
FPADUALTM

See note below

NOTE: Located in Monitor Arm Hardware Pack.
1. Attach VESA Bracket to backside of monitor.

**Tools Required:**
- 1/16” Allen Wrench
- 5/16” Wrench

2. Slide monitor mount assembly onto end of arm until audible “click” is heard. Tighten set screw to prevent removal of monitor.

3. Gently pry off cable cover on the bottom of the arm. Insert cables into arm cavity and through two loops under the arm. Press cover back into place.

4. Adjust T-handle to accommodate weight of monitor. The monitor should “float” (neither rise nor fall when the counterbalance is properly adjusted).
   - If monitor *sinks* when installed, pull up the T-handle and turn *clockwise* until monitor “floats”.
   - If monitor *rises* when installed, pull up the T-handle and turn *counter-clockwise* until monitor “floats”.

   While adjusting the T-handle, the upper arm should be nearly horizontal, to allow the T-handle to turn freely.

   If resistance is encountered, raise or lower upper arm, until the T-handle begins to turn easily.